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Allelic Model
We use a generative model for allelic fraction that
infers its parameters from alt and ref counts for each
het site. As we have seen, there is a substantial
reference bias which varies across sites (and across
samples). We therefore need to incorporate this bias
into our model in order to determine allele fractions of
our segments.

The presence of somatic copy-number
alterations in tumor genomes can be used
to predict both patient sensitivity to
treatments as well as outcomes. The use
of both coverage and allele-count data
improves statistical power to detect copynumber events and allows for discovery of
copy-neutral events.

We define the allelic bias at site j as
j

ACNV is an Allelic Copy-Number Variant
detection method included in the Genome
Analysis Toolkit (GATK4). ACNV is a tool
for detecting somatic copy-number activity
from whole exome sequencing (WES) and
whole genome sequencing (WGS) data by
segmenting the genome into regions of
constant copy number and estimating
copy ratio and minor-allele fraction (MAF)
in those regions.

We detect copy-number variation using an infinite
HMM that discovers joint states of copy-ratio and
allelic fraction, with likelihoods coming from the ACNV
model.

ACNV WES vs. TITAN WGS Concordance
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We run TITAN on a 100% purity
replicate of the cell line
HCC1143 using WGS and
scale to (10, 30, 40, 60, 70, 80,
90, 100)% purities in silico.

Below is an example of one sample’s segmentation,
where black lines are segments, and blue and green
points are copy-ratio and minor-allele-fraction data,
respectively.

P (read is sequenced and mapped to j |DNA is ref at j )
=
P (read is sequenced and mapped to j |DNA is alt at j )
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This results in the likelihood
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where:

We evaluate ACNV using
TITAN2, a tumor heterogeneity
tool that takes the same inputs
as ACNV.
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We t h e n c o m p a r e t h e s e
purities to ACNV runs on a lab
titrated purity series made from
mixing proportions of the tumor
cell line against a cell line made
from its matched normal.
The mean RMSE across
purities is 0.04 which enables
the detection of CNVs at low
purities.
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f = minor allele fraction of a segment
nj = total number of reads at site
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aj = number of alt reads at site

ACNV gives consistent bias-corrected estimates of MAF in both WES and WGS

Allelic counts are biased towards
reference
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ACNV finds heterozygous SNPs in matched normal
samples and then counts reads on the same sites in
the case sample.

Conclusion and Upcoming

Histogram of TCGA normal samples showing larger reference
allele bias in WES than WGS heterozygous SNPs
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• Currently we are working to integrate the generative
coverage model from GATK gCNV: Copy-Number
Variation Discovery from Coverage Data
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Alternate reads map less readily to the reference
genome, reducing their read counts relative to
reference reads. WES reads have an additional bias
due to capture technology in which baits attach less
strongly to mutated pieces of DNA. We can see this
empirically by plotting WES and WGS counts for a
cohort of TCGA1 LUAD blood normal samples.
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• We demonstrate that GATK ACNV accurately models
allelic copy-ratio using target coverage and het counts
from paired case and normal samples. ACNV corrects
reference bias in both WES and WGS data.
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• [Poster Number 3580]
• We observe that allele bias varies across both sites and
samples. We are working to integrate terms for this
sample-specific bias with site-specific biases learned
from a panel of normal samples.
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